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Abstract
We consider a generalized anisotropic planar-rotor model on a triangular lattice for interchain orientational
ordering of undoped and doped polyacetylene, and investigate the effects of various terms on the symmetry
and the range of stability of the observed herringbone (HB) phases. Dipole, quadrupole, and octopole
interactions are included in the model with sixfold crystal-field anisotropy and are analyzed within the mean-
field theory. The relative strength of these interactions can be estimated from the observed setting angle of the
HB phase with the help of the smallness of crystal-field anisotropy. A model where the polymer chain is
represented by a ‘‘quadrupolar’’ mass density only has various phases as the temperature and the interaction
parameters are varied. Among them, the HB phase is found below a critical temperature Tc for some range of
the parameter space, and the setting angle of the HB phase is 45° and independent of temperature.
Competition between quadrupole and other interactions such as dipole or octopole, parametrized by the ratio
of interaction strengths λ, results in an additional phase transition at T’c(λ) and makes the setting angle vary
with the temperature below T’c(λ). For a model with quadrupole and octopole terms, there are two
degenerate states of the setting angle related by θ’=π/2-θ. This degeneracy does not reflect a symmetry of the
system and is lifted by the dipole terms. For a model with quadrupole and dipole interactions, the setting angle
increases as the temperature is reduced below T’c(λ). From these results, we conclude that quadrupole and
dipole interactions are important terms to explain experimental observations. Effects of crystal-field
anisotropy resolve the twofold degeneracy, destroy the critical behavior associated with T’c(λ), and make the
setting angle temperature dependent over the entire range of temperature below Tc. Crucial information on
the interaction parameters of the model can be obtained through the temperature dependence of the setting
angle of the HB phase.
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Mean-field theory for interchain orientational ordering of conjugated polymers
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We consider a generalized anisotropic planar-rotor model on a triangular lattice for interchain
orientational ordering of undoped and doped polyacetylene, and investigate the effects of various
terms on the symmetry and the range of stability of the observed herringbone (HB) phases. Dipole,
quadrupole, and octopole interactions are included in the model with sixfold crystal-field anisotropy
and are analyzed within the mean-field theory. The relative strength of these interactions can be es-
timated from the observed setting angle of the HB phase with the help of the smallness of crystal-
- field anisotropy. A model where the polymer chain is represented by a "quadrupolar" mass density
only has various phases as the temperature and the interaction parameters are varied. Among
them, the HB phase is found below a critical temperature T, for some range of the parameter space,
and the setting angle of the HB phase is 45' and independent of temperature. Competition between
quadrupole and other interactions such as dipole or octopole, parametrized by the ratio of interac-
tion strengths A, , results in an additional phase transition at T,'(A, ) and makes the setting angle vary
with the temperature below T,'(k). For a model with quadrupole and octopole terms, there are two
degenerate states of the setting angle related by 0'=m/2 —0. This degeneracy does not reAect a
symmetry of the system and is lifted by the dipole terms. For a model with quadrupole and dipole
interactions, the setting angle increases as the temperature is reduced below T,'(A, ). From these re-
sults, we conclude that quadrupole and dipole interactions are important terms to explain experi-
mental observations. Effects of crystal-field anisotropy resolve the twofold degeneracy, destroy the
critical behavior associated with T,'(A, ), and make the setting angle temperature dependent over the
entire range of temperature below T, . Crucial information on the interaction parameters of the
model can be obtained through the temperature dependence of the setting angle of the HB phase.
I. INTRODUCTION
Doping of conducting polymers involves charge
transfer to ~-electron manifolds and the insertion of
counter ions between polymer chains. As a result, the
doping process induces considerable perturbation of the
crystal structure of the pristine polymer, and leads to the
formation of a new ordered structure depending on the
degree of crystallinity of the starting polymer and the size
of the counter ion. Identification of the structure of these
phases induced by doping is of fundamental importance,
because electronic properties are determined by the struc-
ture. Shacklette and Toth' reported experiments with x-
ray and electrochemical measurements suggesting that
ion insertion during doping proceeds, not at random, but
via a sequence of crystalline phases. Recently, Winokur
et al. carried out an x-ray scattering experiment on
sodium-doped polyacetylene. They observed that the
sodium ions form a &3X &3 superstructure with respect
to the triangular lattice of (CH)„chains at the critical
chemical potential for the dopants p„and discommensu-
rate domain-wall phase for a small range of chemical po-
tential below p, . Structural properties of undoped (CH)„
also have been studied intensely. The space group of
trans (CH ) was det-ermined to be P2, /n. Polymer
chains form a herringbone (HB) structure on a pseudotri-
angular lattice, ' and the setting angle of the HB phase
with respect to [100] was found to be about 55', as shown
in Fig. 1.
The analogous problem in one dimension has been
studied intensively over the last decade; that is, the prob-
lem of intercalated graphites, which involves formation
of an ordered one-dimensional (1D) superlattice of occu-
pied and empty galleries with variable 2D in-plane densi-
ty in the occupied ones. A simple Ising-type model has
FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of (CH) structure projected
along the chain direction. Polymer chain indexed by i is
represented by a rotor on a two-dimensional triangular lattice,
with the setting angle 0; with respect to x axis.
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been quite successful in analyzing and guiding experi-
ments. One obvious line of approach to the problem of
interchain ordering of polymers will be the extension of
the same kind of model employed in the intercalated
graphites to two dimensions. In this approach, one
needs to determine the effective interaction between poly-
mer chains considering both the density modulations and
the angular displacements. The increase of dimensionali-
ty makes polymer problems more complicated and in-
teresting, because there are angular degrees of freedom in
addition to the translational ones. As a preliminary step
for investigating doping-induced structural transforma-
tions, we study a generalized-anisotropic-planar-rotor
(GAPR) model to identify appropriate interactions to
model the interchain ordering of (CH)„. Work on the
structural phase transition induced by doping will be re-
ported in a separate paper. A similar but simpler model
was studied by Harris et al. as a model for homopolar
diatomic molecules such as H2, Dz, and N2 adsorbed on a
graphite surface. Mean-field analyses employed in this
work are similar to their formulation of the problem.
In Sec. II, we will introduce the GAPR model on a tri-
angular lattice for the interchain ordering of undoped
(CH) . Mean-field theory will be developed in Sec. III, to
obtain the phase diagram of the model and to study the
symmetry of the HB phase. Results of our calculations
with emphasis on the temperature dependence of the set-
ting angle will also be given. We will present arguments
indicating the smallness of the crystal-field anisotropy
and favoring a model with quadrupole and dipole interac-
tions. In Sec. IV, we will study the spin-wave spectrum
of rotors to investigate the range of stability of the HB
phase. Section V contains the summary of our analyses
and concluding remarks. In the Appendixes, a Landau
expansion for the model we consider and analyses for a
&3 X&3 ordering transition and other calculational de-
tails will be given.
II. MODEL HAMILTONIAN
We are primarily interested in the interchain orienta-
tional ordering of the undoped polyacetylene on a two-
dimensional triangular lattice as a preliminary step to-
ward a study of the dopant ordering in the process of
electrochemical doping. For this purpose, the polymer
structure is projected along the chain direction and each
polymer chain is represented by a "rotor" on a two-
dimensional triangular lattice. We assume that we can
separate the deformation energies associated with the an-
gular displacements and translational ones; that is, we as-
sume the orientational degrees of freedom are the soft de-
grees of freedom compared with translational ones. The
fact that we treat this problem in two dimensions can be
justified on the grounds that the ordering-induced strain
energy favors aggregation of dopants into columns
(directed along the chain axis), ' which is the same physi-
cal argument that was adopted in the staging Harniltoni-
an in the problem of intercalated graphite. '
The mass distribution of the rotor which models the
polymer chain will be decomposed into various angular
momentum channels. We will include m=O, 1, 2, and 3
components, which represent "monopole, " "dipole, "
"quadrupole, " and "octopole" moments of the mass dis-
tribution. Relative strength among these terms has not
been estimated from a more microscopic theory. Howev-
er, as we will see in Sec. III, the information on the rela-
tive strength of these terms can be obtained from the
temperature dependence on the setting angle of the HB
phase. Because the (CH), chain is not symmetric under
the rotation by m about an axis parallel to the chain axis,
the dipole moment will not vanish in general. In fact, as
shown in Sec. III D, the dipole interaction is found to be
essential to explain the experimental observation of the
HB phase-setting angle. The quadrupole moment in two
dimensions is represented by
Q„,(8J ) =a cos(28'),
Q~~(8J ) = —a cos(281 ),
and
Q (8i ) =Q~„(8i ) =a sin(28 ),
where 0 is the angular displacernent of the jth rotor with
respect to the x axis, and a is the magnitude of the quad-
rupole moment determined by the mass distribution. In-
variant forms for the interaction between quadrupole rno-
ments are
X Qki(8;)Qki(8)»
k, l
Qkr(8; )Q „(8J)xk(i,j )xI(ij )x (i j )x„(ij ),
k, l, m, n
g Ql, i(8; )Qi~ (8J )xk(i j )x (l',j),
k, l, m
where xk(i,j ) is the kth component of a vector connect-
ing the ith and jth rotors. The above three forms can be
reduced to linear combinations of cos(28; —28. ) and
cos(28; —2P;J )cos(28' —2P;i ),
with
cosP;J
x(ij) =
/J
From the above analyses we take the following model for
the interactions between rotors,
H2=a g cos(28; —28')(i,j )
+P g cos(28,. —2P;J )cos(281 2$;~ ), —
(I,j)
where the summation is over nearest neighbors, and a
and f3 are interaction parameters to be estimated. For the
second terin, P;~. , the angle of a vector connecting ith and
jth rotors, is determined by the geometry of the underly-
ing lattice, and this term represents the anisotropic part
of the interactions between rotors. For electrostatic in-
teractions between quadrupoles, it is easy to show that
P/a = ——'„' and a (0. Interaction between dipoles can be
written in the same form as Eq. (I),
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H, =a, g cos(8; —8J)
(I',j) teractions, the 2-1 model, will also be analyzed, for whichthe orientational energy is given by
+P, g cos(8; —P; )cos(8 —P; ),(I,j) (2) H~ ) =H~+H) (6)
where p, /a, = —3 and a, )0 for electrostatic interac-
tions between dipoles. We will also consider
H~=a~ g cos(48, —48 )
+P~ g cos(48, —4P; )cos(48 —4P; ) .
When a = —P/2, Eq. (I) is reduced to
H =—g cos(28;+28 —4P;, ),
(I,j)
which was referred to as the anisotropic planar-rotor
model and studied by several groups. ' Finally, we con-
sider a sixfold crystal Geld of the following form:
g V3cos(68 ) .
J
This form of the field will be due to the interactions be-
tween a quadrupole moment and mass densities (mono-
poles) of surrounding rotors, as is discussed in Sec. III B.
We will perform explicit calculations for a model with
quadrupole and octopole interactions, which we will refer
to as the 2-4 model, for which the orientational energy is
given by
H~ 4 =H~+H4 .
We will set a~=A,a and p~=Ap, to reduce the number of
parameters. A model with quadrupole and dipole in-
with a
&
= A,a and P, =AP.
Mean-field theory will be developed in the following
section for several models introduced previously. We will
study the mean-field phase diagram, the ground-state en-
ergy and orientational structure of the ordered phases,
and the spin-wave spectrum of rotors for various of these
models. In particular, we will study the phase diagram of
the 2 model, which contains quadrupole interactions
only, as a function of a and p, the symmetry of the her-
ringbone phases of the 2-4 and 2-1 models, effects of six-
fold crystal-field anisotropy, and the spin-wave spectrum
of the 2-4 model as a function of A.. To make the presen-
tation more transparent, we list the analyses we carried
out for each model in Table I.
A few words are in order about the wave vectors need-
ed to describe the various ordered phases. We take the
translation vectors of the triangular lattice as
b&=aj, bz= —,'a(&3i+j), (7)
where i and j are unit vectors along the crystal x and y
axes, respectively. Correspondingly, we have the basis
vectors of the reciprocal lattice as
Cx& = [2m /(&3a)](i —&3j ), Crz =4m/(&3a)i .
These vectors obey b;.G.=2~5; . Note that the HB
structure in which columns (parallel to j) of rotors as-
sume alternately different angles is described by the
Model
TABLE I. List of analyses for each model.
Hamiltonian Analyses
Quadrupole interactions
given by Eq. (1)
Quadrupole interactions
with crystal-field anisotropy
given by Eq. (28)
Landau expansion; Sec. III A
Landau expansion for 33 phase;
Appendix B
Landau expansion; Sec. III B
Mean-field theory; Sec. III B
2-4 Quadrupole and octopole
interactions given by Eq. (5)
Quadrupole and octopole with
crystal-field anisotropy
given by Eqs. (5) and (4)
Landau expansion; Appendix A
Mean-field theory; Sec. III C
Spin-wave spectrum; Sec. IV
Mean-field theory; Sec. IIIC
2-1 Quadrupole and dipole
interactions given by Eq. (6)
Quadrupole and dipole with
crystal-field anisotropy
given by Eqs. (6) and (4)
Mean-field theory; Sec. III D
Mean-field theory; Sec. III D
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modulation vector
Q~ =-,'&z .
Equivalent states rotated by +2m/3 have modulation vec-
tors
The internal energy per rotor, U, is given by
U =—g U; with U; =Tr(pH; ) =—,' g (H;~ (8;,8J ) ),1
(13)
Qa= lo)
Qc= —Q~ —Qa .
(9b)
(9c)
where H~ (8;,8i ) is the pair interaction of Eqs. (1), (2), or
(3), as is appropriate, and ( ) indicates a thermal
average. The free energy is then
Apart from a uniform state with wave vector q=0, one
also expects the possible existence of the so-called
v 3Xv'3 structure described by the wave vectors Q&3 at
a vertex of the first Brillouin zone and —Q&3, where
1F=—gF;
with F; = U, +T g [C;(m)(cos(m8;))
m=1
Q~3= [4'/(3a)]j =(2Cx)+F2)/3 . (9d) +S;(m)(sin(m 8; ) ) —lnZ; ] .
Note the difFerence in the wave vectors for these two
structures: for the herringbone case Q~ and —Q~ diff'er
by a reciprocal-lattice vector, so in sums over the Bril-
louin zone only one of this pair is included, and similarly
for Q~ and Qc. In contrast, Q&3 and —Q~3 do not
difFer by a reciprocal-lattice vector, so in sums over the
Brillouin zone both values should appear separately.
III. MEAN-FIELD THEORY
(14)
C~( ) = —T 'd U, /a & cos(m 8, ) ) (15a)
and
By minimizing the free energy given by Eq. (14) with
respect to (cos(m8;)) and (sin(m8, )), self-consistency
re1ations are obtained as follows:
We will develop a mean-field theory for the free energy
per rotor, F, for these models using the ansatz S,(m)= —T 'BU; B/(si n(m;8)) . (15b)
F =—Tr [pH + Tp lnp }= U —TS,1 (10)
1 oop;(8;)= exp g C;(m)cos(m8;)+S;(m)sin(m8;)
l m=1
where
Z; =Tr ~ exp g C;(m)cos(m8;)+S, .(m)sin(m8;)
m=1
Here we introduce the order parameters C;(m) and
S;(m), which are allowed to depend on the site index i
We assume that quadrupole interactions are dominant, so
that the dominant order parameters are C, (2) and S, (2).
We will also investigate the appearance of a phase in
which order parameters for other m values are impor-
tant. Average values of cos(m 8; ) and sin(m 8; ) are ob-
tained by
and
(cos(m 8;) ) =8 lnZ;/BC;(m)
(sin(m 8; ) ) =8 lnZ;/BS;(m) .
(12a)
(12b)
where X is the total number of rotors, the Boltzmann
constant k has been set equal to unity, and Tr indicates
an integration over all angular coordinates 0;. Equation
(10) is exact if p is minimized with respect to all normal-
ized p's. In the mean-field approximation the density ma-
trix p is taken to be the product of single-rotor density
matrices p; of the form
As shown in Sec. III B, ( cos(m 8; ) ) and ( sin(m 8; ) ) can
be eliminated in analytic calculations with the help of
Eqs. (12), and the free energy is expressed in terms of in-
dependent parameters C;(m) and S;(m). In numerical
calculations, however, it is. much easier to treat
(eos(m8, )) and (sin(m8;)) as independent parameters
and obtain C;(m) and S,.(m) in terms of (cos(m8, . )) and
(sin(m 8;)). In other words, we take an arbitrary initial
configuration for C, (m) and S;(m), which we use in the
density matrices, and calculate (cos(m8;)) and
(sin(m8;)), by Eq. (12). We then update C;(m) and
S, (m) in terms of newly calculated (cos(m8;)) and
(sin(m 8;) ) through the self-consistency relations of Eqs.
(15a) and (15b), and repeat the previous procedures until
self-consistency is obtained. In this work, the parameters
in the model are chosen in favor of the HB phase, and the
self-consistency equations are solved by numerical itera-
tion as explained. Whether other phases have lower free
energy than the HB phase has been checked (a) by calcu-
lating the free energy with a 2X2 unit cell at finite tem-
perature, (b) by calculating the ground-state energy at
zero temperature with a 4 X 2 unit cell, and (c) by Landau
expansion near the critical temperature as shown in Ap-
pendix A. The greatest advantage of Landau expansion
is the fact that we do not have to assume periodicity of
unit cell, but its disadvantage is that it is only reliable
close to the critical region where the order parameters
are small.
The Landau expansion can be formulated by expand-
ing the single-density matrices in powers of order param-
eters. Then Eq. (11)reduces to
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p;(8;)= 1
2m
1+ g C;(m)cos(m8;)
m=1
+S,(m )sin(m 8; ) (16)
1
—S—=—g Tr{p, (8, )lnp, (8, ) )
= —So+ g Tr(5p; )1
g g {[C,(m)]'+[S, (m)]'j .14&,
(18a)
(1gb)
Then using Eq. (16) it is easy to show that
( cos( l 8, ) ) —=Tr {cos(18; )p; ] = —,' C, ( l),
( sin( l 8; ) ) =—Tr {sin(18, )p,. ] =—2S,.( l ) .
(17a)
(17b)
The internal energy per rotor, U, in terms of the order
parameters is obtained by substituting Eq. (17) into Eq.
(13). Thus apart from a constant, the free energy per ro-
tor is given as a quadratic form in the order parameters.
We then Fourier transform the order parameters as
If we write p;(8; ) =(1+5p; )/2n, then to quadratic order
in 5p; the entropy per rotor is
and similarly for S (q), and obtain the free energy per
rotor in momentum space in the following form:
[1~"'(q)C~(q)C ( —q)+I'~"'(q)C~(q)S ( —q)+I ~"'(q)S~(q)C ( —q)+1~"'(q)S~(q)S ( —q)] .
q 1m=1
For a rather general interaction given by
H=
—,
' QHJ(8;, 8J),
(2O)
where
H (8, , 8~ ) = g {A," 'cos[1(8;—P, )]cos[m (8 —@;.)]+8~™sin[1(8; —P,")]sin[m (8~. qb; )]],—
1, m =1
we have the following explicit expressions for the I 's:
I &"'(q)=—'T5& +—'g [A~ ' ~cos(lg, )cos(mg, )+B,'' 'sin(l(t, )sin(mg, )]e
(21)
(22a)
I ~&"'(q)=
—,
' g [A,'' 'cos(lg, )sin(mg, ) —B," 'sin(lg, )cos(mg, )]e (22b)
I ~&"'(q)=
—,
' g [A," 'sin(lg, )cos(mg, ) —B," 'cos(lP, )sin(mP, )]e (22c)
I ~&"'(q)=
—,'T5& +—,' g [A," 'sin(lg, )sin(mg, )+8,'' 'cos(lP, )cos(mP, )]e (22d)
where A,'' '=—A I™with r=r, —r and similarly with
other subscripted variables. I"s are the elements of the
inverse susceptibility matrix in the space spanned by the
C (q)'s and S (q)'s. There are now two possibilities;
one has either a first-order or a second-order phase tran-
sition. We have to go to higher order in the Landau ex-
pansion to tell which one of the two in fact occurs. Posi-
tive fourth-order terms without third-order ones most
likely indicate that a second-order phase transition
occurs. Otherwise the transition is a first-order one. If it
is second order, we can locate the wave vector which de-
scribes the period of ordered phase, critical variables, and
transition temperature by finding zeros of the inverse sus-
ceptibility matrix, the elements of which are I s given by
Eqs. (22). These expressions will be used later for the
Landau expansion.
In Sec. III A we will study the 2 model, which includes
only the quadrupole interactions given by Eq. (1), as a
function of a, P, and temperature. The HB phase is
found in some range of the parameter space, and is asso-
ciated with critical tluctuations in (sin(28) ). Because of
the dominance of the criticality of (sin(28, . )), the sym-
metry of this critical point is such that the setting angle
of the HB phase is always 45 in the absence of single-
rotor anisotropy, a value which is inconsistent with the
experimental observations. In the following sections,
therefore, we will consider other interactions to obtain
the HB phase with the observed setting angle of about
55. There are several possibilities of obtaining 55' HB
phase. Among them, one simple way is to use sixfold
crystal-field anisotropy (Sec. III B), which favors the
orientation along the bond direction (HB setting angle of
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30 with respect to the x axis in the notation of Fig. 1},or
favors a setting angle of 60'. This kind of anisotropy, as
shown in Sec. III B, is due to the interaction between a
quadrupole moment and surrounding mass densities
(monopole moments). Because of the smallness of V3,
however, it is not likely that the 55' HB phase is due to
the crystal-field anisotropy. Another way of obtaining a
HB phase where the setting angle is different from 45 is
to include other interactions with different angular
dependence. For example, we consider both octopole and
dipole interactions. The motivation is that through the
competition between quadrupole and octopole (or dipole)
interactions we may be able to obtain a HB phase with a
55' setting angle. We will therefore consider octopole
(Sec. III C) and dipole (Sec. III D) interactions in addition
to the quadrupole one.
A. Phase diagram for the 2 model
In this subsection we will investigate the phase dia-
gram of the 2 model for which the Hamiltonian is given
by Eq. (1), as a function of a and P. To do this we start
by analyzing the instabilities within Landau theory that
one encounters as the temperature is reduced. The wave
vector at which an instability first occurs indicates the
nature of the ordered phase, assuming that a discontinu-
ous transition does not intervene. Then we will deter-
mine the ground state as a function of the coupling con-
stants. By integrating the results of these analyses, we
will draw a tentative phase diagram in the T-13 plane both
for a = 1 and for a= —I, which without considering the
anisotrogic part will favor the ferromagnetic and
&3 X&3 phase, respectively. These results will also indi-
cate interesting regions of these phase diagrams for nu-
merical study. In particular, a provocative result is the
existence of a longitudinally modulated phase with an in-
commensurate wave vector.
We start with an analysis of the instabilities within
Landau theory; As in Eqs. (22) we have
I (cs)(q) I (sc)(q) &Pi/3( )
I z"z'(q) =
,
' T+
—,'a(yi+yz+—y3)+—,'P(rz+r3)
(23a)
(23b)
(23c)
+-,'P(r'+r'+r' rr r—r r3—r )'"— (24)
If one discounts the possibility of solutions other than
those correspondin~ to the zone center, the herringbone
vectors, or the &3X+3 phase, then one can take the
maximum over the solutions
where y, =cos(q.5;) and 5 is the ith nearest-ne~ihbor
vector: 5, =aj, 5z= —,'(z(v'3i+j), and 53= —,'(z(&3i —j).
From the eigenvalues of the inverse susceptibility matrix
I z z, the elements of which are given in Eqs. (23), we find
that the transition temperature corresponds to the max-
imum (with respect to choice of q and choice of sign) of
A+ = —(a+ —,'P)(r, +yz+ y3)
TFM
THB,.=a+-'z&
THB,.=a--,'P
T~3 = z a+ —,' f} .
(25a)
(25b)
(25c)
{25d)
v'3: P&2a/3 and P& —(2a/5), T, =—', a+ ~P .
{26d)
Actually, we have carried out a search throughout the
zone to check whether the instability does, in fact, occur
at one of the above-listed symmetry points. By maximiz-
ing A, + of Eq. (24} we find that for a positive and
0&P&~4a an incommensurate state appears. Thus Eq.
(26) should be revised: Eqs. (26a) and (26b) remain but
the other regimes are
HB,s: P & —(4a/3) and P & 4a/3, T, =a+ —', P,
(26c')
V3: P &0 and P& —(2a/5), T, =—', a+ —,'P,
(26d'}
mod: P&0 and P&4a/3, T, =—,'a+ —,'P+ —,'zP /a,
(26e)
where mod refers to a modulated phase whose wave vec-
tor is given by
q„=2~/V 3a, cos( —,'aq~ )=(4a+,3p) /« (27)
For p=0, q describes the +3Xv'3 state, whereas for
P=4a/3, q=i2vr/')/3a describes the herringbone phase.
In this modulated phase, there is still an instability in
I 2'2', but the wave vector is no longer that of the herring-
bone phase. So it has an amplitude modulation of the or-
der parameter; This needs further study. Results sum-
marized in Eqs. (26) are shown in Fig. 2. DS represents
disordered phase and other notations are the same as in
Eqs. (26). Figure (2a) is for a&0 and 2(b) is for a&0.
Note that only FM and HB,s phases appear for u(0.
Here FM denotes ferromagnetic (q=0), HB,s the her-
ringbone phase with order parameter {sin28 ), HB,c the
herringbone phase with order parameter {cos28), and
&3 the so-called &3 X v'3 structure, with modulation
vector Q&3 at a vertex of the Brillouin zone given by Eq.
(9d). From Eqs. (25) one finds that each of these phases
has a regime of a stability as follows:
FM: P & —(4a/3) and P & —4a, T, = —3a ——', P,
(26a)
HB,c: P & —(2a/5) and P& —4a, T, =a ——,'P,
(26b)
HB,s: p & —(4a/3) and p & (2a/3), T,=a+ ', P, —
(26c)
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FICx. 2. Phase diagram of the 2 model in the T 13 plane. (a-) is
for o.'=1 and (b) is for o.= —1. DS, FM, &3, M, and HB
represent disordered, ferromagnetic, +3X &3, modulated, and
herringbone phases, respectively. Subscript c and s for the HB
phase means that cos(20) and sin(20) become critical first as
temperature is reduced, respectively. Solid lines represent the
second-order transition and dashed lines the first-order one. See
Appendix B for the details about the phase transition of the
+3X +3 phase.
The configuration of each phase of Fig. 2 is shown in Fig.
3. Panels (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) represent FM, HB,c, &3,
HB,s and mod phases, respectively. FM and &3 phases
are invariant with respect to the global spin rotation.
Note the longitudinal nature of modulation of the mod
phase. As is analyzed with Landau expansion in Appen-
dix B, the &3 X v'3 phase has a three-sublattice structure
where twice the setting angles on different sublattices
differs by 120 from each other. The system is invariant
with respective to the global rotation. In addition, this
phase has the symmetry of the direct product of an XY
model with an Ising model. This kind of symmetry was
noted and investigated previously in the antiferromagnet-
ic XY model (a) 0 and /3=0 in our notation) by several
groups. '
Now let us focus on the HB phase. For the HB,c
phase, ( cos(28) ) becomes critical first, so that the setting
angle of a rotor is 0' on one sublattice and 90' on the oth-
er sublattice. On the other hand, in the HB,s phase,
(sin(28) ) becomes critical first, so that the setting angle
of a rotor is 45' on one sublattice and —45' on the other
sublattice. A ground-state calculation as in Eq. (43a) also
gives the setting angles as 45' and —45 on the two
respective sublattices. It might be possible that the set-
ting angle is 45' near the critical temperature T, and zero
temperature, respectively, and varies with the ternpera-
ture in between. However, because of the dominance of
FIG. 3. Configurations of the phases occurring in Fig. 2.
I,'a)—(e) represent FM, HB,c, &3X &3, HB,s, and mod phases, re-
spectively. FM and &3X&3 phases are invariant under the
global spin rotation. Note the longitudinal nature of the modu-
lation in the mod phase. The length of a rotor at a site is pro-
portional to the amplitude of order parameter at the site.
(sin(28)) over (cos(28)), we find that the setting angle
is always 45 over the entire range of temperature below
T, . As described in the Introduction, the experimental
observation of the HB setting angle is about 55'. From
these results, our conclusion about the model, where we
represent the polymer chain with the quadrupole moment
only, is that it is not possible to obtain the HB phase with
a 55' setting angle. In the following sections, therefore,
we will include other interactions to obtain the HB phase
with a 55' setting angle.
B. Mean-Seld theory for the anisotropic model
As we have discussed earlier, one simple way of obtain-
ing a HB phase with a 55 setting angle is to invoke six-
fold crystal-field anisotropy. Before we investigate the
effects of the anisotropy, we will consider the origin and
estimate the magnitude of this type of anisotropy field.
Sixfold crystal-field anisotropy of the form of V3cos(68)
is due to the interaction between a quadrupole moment
and mass densities of surrounding rotors. For this kind
of interaction the invariant terms are of the following
form,
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&;, = g Qki(8; )xk(ij )xi(ij ) =«os(28; —2P; ) .
k, l
We assume that the actual interaction between a quadru-
pole moment and surrounding mass densities can be writ-
ten in powers of U;J such as
V(8;)= Vi g U;~+ V2 g v;~+ V3 g u;~+
J J J
where the summations are not restricted to the nearest
neighbors. The first term vanishes and the second term is
just a constant due to the sixfold symmetry of the under-
lying lattice. If we keep only the first nonvanishing term,
we have as Eq. (4)
V(8; ) = V3cos(68, ),
where V3 is the same order of magnitude as V3. Because
this interaction is from higher-order terms in powers of
u;J, we think that ~ V3~ will be much smaller coinpared
with other interactions in the problem.
We now investigate the role of lattice anisotropy
within the anisotropic model given by
H =a g cos(28, —281 )
(i,j)
+P g cos(28; —2P,")cos(28 2P,,)—(i,j &
0.30
0.25
0.20
O. I 5
O.OO
l
0.25 0.5 0
T/Tc
l
0.75 1.00
FIG. 4. Setting angle of the HB phase for a model with quad-
rupole interaction and sixfold crystal-field anisotropy. a and P
are chosen to be —1 and 3, respectively, and T, = & P+a =3.5.
Curve (a} is for V3 = 1, (b} for 2, (c) for 5, (d) for 10, and (e) for
20, in units of ~a~. The setting angle for the negative values of
V3 can be obtained by rejecting their counterparts for positive
V3 with respect to y =45'. Note that for the HB phase with 55
we need a V3 of about —5.
+ g V, cos(68 ), (28)
where positive V3 favors the orientation along the bond
direction, and negative V3 favors the orientation along
between the bond directions, in the notation of Fig. 1. To
develop mean-field theory we write the single-rotor densi-
ty matrix as
S =( V3/T)(cos(68) ) —c(cos(28) ) —s (sin(28) ) +lnz .
(32)
Observe that we only need to evaluate z to construct the
free energy, since
—h,.(8,. ) —h,.(0,. ) —h,.(8,. )p;(8;)=e ' ' /(Tre ' ' )—:e ' ' /z;, (29) (cos(28) ) =~) 1nz/Bc, (33a)
where (sin(28)) =Blnz/Bs . (33b)
h;(8) = ( V3 /T)cos(68 ) ccos(28) —e;s—sin(28), (30) We calculate lnz to fourth order in the order parameters
where e; is + 1 if i is on one sublattice and —1 if it is on
the other sublattice. Thus Eq. (29) provides a definition
of the density matrix in terms of order parameters c and s
on a two-sublattice structure via the introduction of the
parameter e. It is easy to relate averages on one sublat-
tice to those on the other sublattice. Accordingly, we
henceforth express our results in terms of only the @=1
sublattice. For instance, using Eq. (29) we find the inter-
nal energy per rotor, U, to be
lnz =in[2mIo(V3/T)]+ —,'(c +s )
22 3 2
—
—,', (c +s ) ——,'„(c —3cs ) (34a)
where I„(x) is the modified Bessel function of order n.
As we will see, c -s, so that to order s Eq. (34a) is
U =
—,'(6a+ 3p) ( cos(28) & ——,' (2a+ 3p) (»n(28) )
+ V3(cos(68) ), (31) lnz =ln[2rrIo( V3/T)]+
—,
'(c +s )
I, ( V3/T) (34b)
where (f (8) ) =Tr[f (8)p(8, e= 1)] for any function f.
We substitute Eq. (29) into Eq. (10) to find the entropy
per rotor as We find the free energy per rotor to fourth order in s as
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Ii(V3!T) I, (V3/T)F =—'(6a+3f3) —'c +—'cs +—'s2 I (V /T) " I (V /T)
I, ( V3/T)
—
—'(2a+ 3P) —'s ——'s"+—'cs2 4 16 4 I ( V /T)
I(( V3/T)
+cT 2c + 8$ Ip( V3/T)
I, ( V3/T)
+sT —'s ——'s +—'cs2 16 4 I (V /T)
I)( V3/T)
—Tin[2m.I (V /T)] 'T—(c—+s )+—'Ts 'T—cs—4 64 8 I (V /T)
which gives
I, (V3/T)F =
—,
'(T —T, )s +—'[T+—'(6a+3p)]c2+ ~cs2(T+ &a 3p)4 c 4 Ip( V3 /T)
I)( V3/T)
+ ipse 8a+ 12' 6T +(6a+ 3p) Ip ( V3 /T) s +Fp(T), (36)
1 (T+-,'a ——,'p)' I, (V, /T) '
8 2T+6a+3P Ip( V3/T)
"[2~ p( V3/T)] and Tc =—,'(2a+3P). Now we minimize the free energy with respect of c to get the
renormalized fourth-order term to be F4s, with
1 I, ( V3!T)
F4 = 8a+ 12P—6T +(6a+ 3P) Ip( V3/T) (37)
To determine the sign of the fourth-order term at the
transition temperature, we set T =a+ 3P/2 in Eq. (37),
6a+ 3P I, ( V3 /T)
c = ——( 3a+ —'P) ( cos(20) ),2T 2 (39a)
s =—( a+ —,'P) ( sin(28) ) .2 (39b)
Once we obtain c and s for a given V3, the density matrix
p is given as a function of an angle 8 by Eq. (29). We
then determine the angle 0 „at which the density matrix
becomes maximum. The angle 0 „is taken as the set-
ting angle of the HB phase and plotted in Fig. 4. Curves
(a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) are for V3 =1, 2, 5, 10, and 20, re-
spectively, in units of ~a~. Curves for negative values of
V3 can be obtained by rejecting their counterparts for
positive values with respect to y =45' axis. We estimate
that V3 should be roughly —5 to produce an experimen-
Note that the fourth-order term is positive over almost
all of the parameter space, which means that a first-order
transition does not intervene unless either extreme values
of the parameters are admitted, or unless terms of higher
than fourth order dominate.
As the temperature is further lowered below transition
temperature, the order parameters become larger, and we
need next-order terms in the power expansion to describe
the critical phenomena with the same accuracy. This is
very tedious and ineScient. Therefore, we obtain order
parameters c and s self-consistently with numerical itera-
tions as explained before. Self-consistency relations are
obtained from Eqs. (15a), (15b), and (31):
tally observed value of about 55, interpreting this ob-
served angle as the low-temperature value of Fig. 4. As
we have discussed before, because the crystal-field aniso-
tropy involves high-order terms in powers of v;-, we think
that ) V3 ) will be much smaller than 5~ a~, which is the ap-
proximate magnitude of V3 needed to produce a 55 HB
phase. Therefore, we think that the HB phase with a 55
setting angle is not likely due to the crystal-field anisotro-
py.
C. Mean-field analyses of the 2-4 model
As we have seen in Sec. III A, the setting angle of HB
phase for the 2 model is 45' independent of temperature,
whereas the experimental observation is about 55' with
respect to the x axis in the notation of Fig. 1. In Sec.
IIIB, we have found that the crystal-field anisotropy
would make the angle deviate from 45' and be dependent
on the temperature. The angle increases for negative V3
and decreases for positive V3. However, as discussed in
Sec. IIIB, an unphysically large value of V3 of around
—5~a~ is needed to explain the experimentally observed
setting angle of about 55 . Therefore, we consider other
interactions such as dipole and octopole, which have a
different angular dependence from the quadrupole in-
teraction. The motivation is that below some critical
temperature any order parameter of the competing in-
teractions is not vanishing, and the competition between
these interactions of different angular dependence may
produce HB phase with the setting angle of about 55 .
We wi11 first consider a model with quadrupole and octo-
pole interaction, referred to as the 2-4 model, in Sec.
III C, and a model with quadrupole and dipo1e interac-
tions, the 2-1 model, in Sec. III D.
The orientation energy for the 2-4 model is given by
Eq. (5),
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H =a g cos(20, —20 )+P g cos(20, —2P; )cos(20 —2$,")+Ra g cos(40; —40 )(i,j& - &i j& &i j&
+AP g cos(40; —4P; )cos(4' —4P;i),(i,j& (5')
+C4cos(40; )+S4sin(40; )], (40)
where A. is the ratio of octopole to quadrupole interac-
tions. Because we are interested in modeling the inter-
chain ordering of pristine (CH), which was observed to
have HB structure, we choose a= —1 and p) —', . a is
chosen negative to be consistent with electrostatic in-
teraction. In most cases, P will be chosen to be within
the range of 2—4.
Mean-field analyses for the 2-4 model can be formulat-
ed by taking the single-rotor density matrix as
p;(0;)= exp[Cocos(20;)+Seisin(20; )1
i
where
Z; =TrI exp[Cocos(20, )+Seisin(20; )
+C4cos(40; ) +S4sin(40; ) ]I,
where Sz and S4 should be replaced by —Sz and —S4,
respectively, on the other sublattice. Thus Eq. (40) pro-
vides a definition of the density matrix in terms of order
parameters Cz, Sz, C4, and S4. The internal energy per
rotor is given by
1U= —g a+ —[1+cos(4$; )] (cos(20;))(cos(20 ))+ a+ —[1—cos(4$,")] (sin(20, ))(sin(20 ))
+—sin(4$; )[(sin(20; ) ) ( cos(20 ) ) + ( cos(20; ) ) ( sin(20. ) ) ]
+A, a+ —[1+cos(8$;.)] (cos(40;))(cos(40 ))+A, a+ —[1—cos(8$; )] (sin(40;))(sin(40 ))
+A,—sin(8$; )[(sin(40;))(cos(40 ))+(cos(40;))(sin(40 ))]2
=(3a+
—,'P)(cos(20) ) —(a+ —,'P)(sin(20) ) +A(3a+ —,'P)(cos(40) ) —A(a+ —,'P)(sin(40) )
(41a)
(41b)
Self-consistency relations are obtained from Eqs. (15a),
(15b), and (41b) as follows:
C, = ——(3a+ —', P)(cos(20) ),2 (42a)
S =—(a+ —', P)(sin(20)),2 (42b)
C4 = ——A, ( 3a+ —', P) (cos(40) ),2 (42c)
S4 =—A, ( a+ —3P) ( sin(40) ) .2 (42d)
We take arbitrary initial. configurations for Cz, Sz, C4,
and S4 and solve Eqs. (42) until the self-consistency is
satisfied. Without consideration of terms in the free ener-
gy higher than the second-order ones, there is criticality
of (sin(20) ) at T, @=a+—,'p and of (sin(40) ) at
T, 4= A, T, ~. Higher-order terms renormalize the lower of
the two critical temperatures; that is, for A, & A,,= 1 T, 4 is
renormalized and for A, )A,, T, z is renormalized. Note
that at A, =1 the transition lines for 28 and 48 ordering
cross. Detailed Landau expansion near this tetracritical
point of A, =A,,=1 is presented in Appendix A. The
phase diagram in the T-A, plane obtained in the mean-field
analyses described above is shown in Fig. 5. There are
four phases, labeled DS, I, II, and III, separated by criti-
cal temperatures T, z(A, ) and T, 4(A, ). Note the renormal-
ization of critical temperatures. DS represents disor-
dered phase where all four of the order parameters Cz,
Sz, C&, and S4 vanish. In phase I, Sz and C4 are nonvan-
ishing, and in phase II, only S4 is nonvanishing. In phase
III, none of the four order parameters is vanishing. Be-
cause there are three possible orientations for the HB
phase related by +2m. /3 rotation from the other orienta-
tions, there is a possibility that the direction of the HB
phase associated with quadrupole interactions can be
different from that associated with octopole ones. This
situation is possible only in phase III, because none of the
order parameters describing quadrupole ordering (C~
and Sz) and octopole ordering (C4 and S4) is vanishing
in phase III. It is easy to see by superposing two HB
phases with different orientations that a unit cell is com-
posed of four sublattices. Therefore, the situation where
the direction of the HB phase associated with quadrupole
interaction is different from that with the octopole one is
realized by a four-sublattice structure instead of a two-
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FIG. 5. Phase diagram of the 2-4 model in the T-A, plane with
a= —1 and P=3. DS represents disordered phases where all
order parameters vanish. In phase I the order parameters Sz
and C4 are nonvanishing, in phase II only S4 is nonvanishing,
and in phase III all four order parameters are nonvanishing.
The setting angle is 45' in phase I, 22.5' (67.5') in phase II, and
it varies with temperature and A, in phase III. There are two de-
generate states of the setting angle related by a reAection with
respect to the y =45' axis in phases II and III.
FIG. 6. Setting angle of the HB phase as a function of tem-
perature at a fixed X. This plot corresponds to a cut parallel to
the y axis of Fig. 5 at A, =0.5, scanning through phases I and III.
Curves (a) and (a') are two degenerate branches of the setting
angle for V3=0. For nonzero V3, this degeneracy is lifted,
curve (b) is for V3 = —0.1, and (b') is for V3 =0.1.
sublattice one. The latter one is realized when the same
orientation is favored. As shown in Eqs. (A14) and (A15)
of Appendix A with a Landau expansion, the same orien-
tation is favored if 4a+p(0 and a different one is
favored otherwise. We also confirmed this result with
self-consistent mean-field calculations by taking a four-
site unit cell. We therefore take p(4 in this study to en-
sure that the two-sublattice HB phase is realized.
Once we obtain the order parameters Cz, Sz, C4, and
S4, then the density matrix p is specified as a function of
an angle 0. We then find O,„at which p becomes max-
imum and take 0 „as the setting angle of the HB struc-
ture. One interesting observation about the 2-4 model is
that there are two degenerate states' of solutions 8,„(T)
and 8',„(T)related by 8,„(T)=m/2 —8',„(T). In other
words, one branch of the setting angle is obtained by a
reAection of the other branch about the y =45' axis. This
degeneracy can easily be seen by substituting ~/2 —8 for
8 in the free energy of the 2-4 model given by Eq. (13)
with Eq. (41b). Under the operation of 8—+n/2 —8, we
have cos(28)~—cos(28), sin(28) ~sin(28), cos(48)
icos(48), and sin(48) —+ —sin(48), and the internal en-
ergy is even (quadratic) function of (cos)'s and (sin)'s.
Therefore, the free energy is invariant under the opera-
tion of Cz ~—Cz, Sz ~Sz, C4 ~C4, and S4~—S4.
This twofold degeneracy also can easily be demonstrated
I
by calculating the internal energy, as we will see later.
For A. &k,' '= —,' the setting angle is 45, independent of
temperature. For A, ', '(A, (A,, =1, however, the angle is
45' between T,
~
and T, 4(A, ), and below T, 4(A, ) the angle
is not 45 any more and can be either greater or smaller
than 45 due to the twofold degeneracy, as was discussed.
If A, )A,„(sin(48) ) becomes critical first as temperature
is reduced. Hence, the setting angle is 22.5' (65.5 ) be-
tween T, z and T, z(A, ) and increases (decreases) as tem-
perature is lowered below T, z(k). The preceding argu-
ments are shown in Fig. 6 for a representative value of A, ,
for example, A, =0.5. Curves (a) and (a') are the two
branches of the setting angle of the HB phase as a func-
tion of temperature for p=3. Note that the setting angle
is 45 independent of temperature between T, z and
T, ~(A, ).
The existence of k,' ' at zero temperature and the
asymptotic behavior of setting angles can be checked
against the ground-state calculations at zero temperature.
The energy on a two-sublattice structure as a function of
angles 8, 8' is calculated by use of Eq. (5'),
E(8,8') =Eq(8, 8')+Eq(8, 8'),
where
Ez (s, b, ) =a[1+2cos(2b, )]+—[1+cos(2s)cos(2b, ) +2 cos(2b, ) —cos(2s)],
E~(s, b, ) =Ra[1+2 cos(4b. )]+A,—[1+cos(4s)cos(4b. )+2 cos(4b, )—cos(4s)],
(43a)
(43b)
where s—:8+8' and b, —:8—8'. Minimizing E(s, b, ) with respect to s gives s=0 for p) 0. Therefore, 8'= —8, in agree-
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ment with HB structure. Then E(s, b, ) is reduced to
E(6,)=a[1+2cos(2b, )]+—', Pcos(2b, )+Aa[1+2cos(46)]+A,—', Pcos(4b, ) .
Note that the internal energy given by Eq. (44a) is invariant under the operation of b, ~rr b, . W—e rewrite this apart
from constant terms with cos(2b, ) = r as
E(r) =(2m+ —3p)[r +A(2t —1)], (44b)
which for A, & 0 is minimized when
1
r =cos(2b, )=- 4k (45)
The angles b, calculated numerically agree extremely well with Eq. (45).
EfFects of crystal-field anisotropy of the form given by Eq. (4) can be studied by extending the single-rotor density ma-
trix as follows:
p,.(8,. )= exp Cocos(28; )+Seisin(28; )+Cocos(48; )+Seisin(48; )— cos(68; )T (46)
where
V3
Z; =Tr exp[Cocos(28, . )+Seisin(28;)+Cocos(48;)+Seisin(48;) — cos(68;)] ' .T
V3(cos(68) ) should be added to the internal energy, but because this extra term is linear in the order parameter it is
canceled exactly by the contribution from entropy. The self-consistency relations of Eq. (42) remain the same, even
though the values of the order parameters are changed. %'e iterate the same procedures as before, including sixfold
crystal-field anisotropy, and find that the anisotropy Geld destroys the critical behavior associated with the lower criti-
cal temperature and resolves the twofold degeneracy of the setting angle. In Fig. 6, we plot the setting angle of the HB
phase as a function of temperature for A, =0.5. Curves (a) and (a') are two branches of the solution for V3=0. Nonzero
V3 resolves this degeneracy, as can be seen by substituting 8~m. /2 —8 in Eq. (46); for V3 )0, the branch with the
smaller angle is favored and for V3 & 0 that with the larger one is favored. Curve (b) is for V3 =0.1, and curve (b') is for
V3 —0.1 . The absence of the critical behavior associated with the lower transition temperature can clearly be seen for
nonzero V3.
D. Mean-field analyses of the 2-1 model
In the previous subsection we showed that the competition between interactions of different angular dependence re-
sults in a HB phase with a setting angle different from 45 . Although this 2-4 model can produce a HB phase with a 55'
setting angle, there are some problems which prevent us from directly interpreting the interchain orientational ordering
phenomena in terms of this model. First, there is a twofold degeneracy in the setting angle of the HB phase. This im-
plies that a 35' setting angle should be observed as well as a 55 one. Crystal-field anisotropy will resolve this degenera-
cy, but because of the smallness of V3 both branches of the setting angle should still be observable. Second, the fact
that the polymer chain is not symmetric under the rotation by m about an axis parallel to the chain direction implies
that the polymer chain ought to be represented by a rotor with nonvanishing dipolar interaction. In this section, there-
fore, we will include the dipole interaction in addition to the quadrupole one. As we will see later, this dipole term
resolves the twofold degeneracy.
The 2-1 model, which includes quadrupole and dipole interactions, can be analyzed in the exact same way as the 2-4
model. The orientational energy for the 2-1 model is given by
H =a g cos(28; —28. )+P g cos(28; 2$~ )cos(28 —2—$;.)—. Aa g cos(8; —8J)—AP g cos(8; Pz)cos(8 PJ z —), .(i,j} (i,j} (i,j } (i,j}
(6')
where A, is the ratio of dipole to quadrupole interactions. Note that we have a minus sign in front of A, . A simpler ver-
sion of the 2-1 model (a & 0 and P=0) has been studied by I.ee et al. ' lt was shown that this simple model has very in-
teresting phenomena, such as half-vortices and "string"-excitations in addition to the usual integer vortices. It remains
to be seen to what extent the anisotropic part of interaction [nonzero P in Eq. (6 )] will change the dynamics of the mod-
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el. The single-rotor density matrix is taken in the same way as for the 2-4 model,
p;(8; ) = exp[Cocos(28; )+Seisin(28, )+C, cos(8, )+S,sin(8, )],1 (47)
where
Z, =Tr I exp[Czcos(28;
)+Seisin(28;
)+C, cos(8; )+S&sin(8; ) ] I .
Contribution to the internal energy from dipole interactions is calculated assuming the two-sublattice structure shown
in Fig. I as follows:
a+ —[1+cos(2$; )] (cos(8;))(cos(8 ))+ a+ —[1—cos(2$; )] (sin(8;))(sin(8 )) (48a)
Terms involving sin(2$;~ ) vanish for the two-sublattice structure, and the summations in Eq. (48a) are carried out to
yield
U& = —A, —,'a[(cos(8) ) (cos(8) ) + (cos(8) )'(cos(8) )']+2(a+ 3P)(cos(8) ) (cos(8) )'
+
—,'(a+P)[(sin(8) ) (sin(8) )+ (sin(8) )'(sin(8))']+2 a+ —(sin(8) ) (sin(8) )' (48b)
where (cos(8) ) represents the thermal average of cos(8)
on one sublattice and (cos(8))' on the other sublattice.
To be consistent with the symmetry determined experi-
mentally, we require
(«s(8) )'= («s(8) )
Numerical procedures are the same as described before.
As is the case with the 2-4 model, there is a critical
value A,, at which the crossover between critical behav-
iors associated with (sin(28) ) and (sin(8) ) occurs. For
the 2-1 model, however, A,, depends on P. We find
and
1,, =(—,'P —1)/( —,'P+1) . (51)
(sin(8))'= —(sin(8)) .
Then Eq. (48b) is reduced to
U, = —A(3a+ —', P)(cos(8) ) —I, ——a (sin(8) )
(48c)
Note that U& is not invariant under the operation of
8~m/2 —8. Other requirements to be consistent with
HB symmetry are that (sin(8)) should become critical
first as temperature is lowered and A, (P/2 —a) should be
positive. These are satisfied by taking P (4 and A, )0. In
fact, P)—', should also be satisfied to have a HB phase, as
shown in Fig. 2(a). Internal energy is then obtained from
Eqs. (41b) and (48c),
U =(3a+ —', P)( cos(28) ) —(a+ —,'P) ( sin(28) )
Zero-temperature calculations are also carried out. The
energy on a two-sublattice structure as a function of an-
gles 0, 0' is given by
E(s, h) =Ez(s, b, )+E,(s, b ),
where s=—8+8' and b, —=8—8'. Ez(s, h) is given by Eq.
(43a) and
E, (s, b, ) = —Aa[1+2cos(b, ))
—A, —[2cos( 6)+cos(s) + 1 —cos(s)cos( b, )] .2
(52)
Setting s =0, E (s, 6 ) is reduced apart from a constant to
E(h) =(—,'P+2a)[2 cos (b, )—1] A(2a+ —,'P)cos(b, )—,
(53)
—A(3a+
—,'P)(cos(8) ) —A( —,'P —a)(sin(8) )
and the self-consistency relations are
Cz = ——( 3a+ —,'P) ( cos(28) ),2
Sz =—( a+ —3P) ( sin(28) ),2
(49)
(50a)
(50b)
which is minimized at
g —,'P+ 2a
4 —'P+ 22
A, ',
' is determined from cos(b ) = —1 to be
~' =(8—6P)/(-,'P —2) .
(54)
(55)
Ci =—&(3a+—,'P)(cos(8) ),2
S, =—A( —,'P —a)(sin(8)) .2
(50c)
(50d)
Order parameters Cz, Sz, C„and S, are determined
self-consistently. %'e then have the density matrix p as a
function of an angle L9, and find O,„at which p becomes
maximum. 0,„ is taken as the setting angle of the HB
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FIG. 7. Setting angle of the HB phase of the 2-1 model as a
function of temperature at A, =0.9 and P=2. Curve (a) is for
V3 =0 and (b) is for V3 =0.1. Note that there is no degeneracy
in the 2-1 model.
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phase. In Fig. 7 we plot the setting angle as a function of
temperature for A. =0.9 and P=2, where A,, =1 as given
by Eq. (51). Curve (a) is for V3 =0 and (b) is for V3 =0.1.
Note that the critical behavior associated with the lower
transition temperature is removed for nonzero V3, as is
the case with the 2-4 model. Equation (54), which gives
twice the setting angles at zero temperature as a function
of k and P, can be used to guide us in taking appropriate
values of A, and P, which will produce a 55' HB phase. A,
is restricted by Eq. (51), which gives the upper limit if we
want a 45 HB phase near T, 2. Of course, without avail-
able experimental data to compare with, we cannot make
strong arguments at this point.
G, = ( —i+v'3j), G~= i .3a ~3a (57)
Note that Gi+Gz=(2m /a)j. We find that the first Bril-
louin zone is defined by
Iq. I & ~/(&3a), Iq, I & ~/a
The potential energy per rotor is thus
(58)
In Sec. III, we studied several models, such as the 2, 2-
4, and 2-1 models, and found that various ordered phases,
such as the temperature and the interaction parameters,
are varied, without considering the low-lying excitations.
As is well known, long-wavelength soft-mode fluctuations
of phonons or spin wave& destroy converitional long-
range order in two dimensions. Therefore, we will focus
our attention on the spin-wave excitations in the problem
and investigate the stability of the HB phase. The gapless
spectrum of a spin implies a Mermin-Wagner instability
in two dimensions, but nonvanishing gap guarantees the
stability of the HB phase. We will present our analyses
for the 2-4 model. Analyses for other models can bc, car-
ried out in the same way. Now let us study the spin-wave
spectrum and stability of the herringbone 4S' (HB-45)
phase of the 2-4 model. However, because we will want
to consider spin waves in the general herringbone phase
(GHB), where the angles of the molecules with respect to
the modulation vector of the phase are not restricted to
be 45', we will keep this angle unspecified in our formula-
tion.
We treat the GHB phase in which there are two sublat-
tices labeled by a and b. The molecules are at sites R and
R+
—,'12, where the lattice basis vectors are
b, =a j, b2=a (&3t+j), (56)
and the reciprocal-lattice basis vectors are
V= g —,'[H(a, R;b, R—bz)+H(a, R;b, R+bi —12}+H(a,R;a, R+b, )
+H(a, R;b, R)+H(a, R;b, R —b, )+H (b, R;b, R+b, )],
I
(59)
aR 0+ +aR& bR 0+ ~bR
Up to linear order in the u's we have
VO+Vl g(ubR u R),
R
where
V, =sin(48o)[(4a+ 3P)+4(4a4+ 3P4}cos(48o)]
=sin(48o)(4a+ 3P)[1+4K, cos(48o) ] .
Equilibrium requires V& =0. Thus we have
(60)
(61)
(62a)
(62b)
where a, R labels a rotor at position r(a, R)—:R and the
label b, R refers to the one at position r(b, R) =—R+ —,'12,
and H is given by Eq. (S) with Eqs. (1) and (3). Explicit
expressions for each term of Eq. (59}is given in Appendix
C. We set
8,= ,'vr, -
cos(48o) = —1/4A, ,
(63a)
(63b)
Then we obtain
(64)
Since we are only interested in relatively small values of
A, , we do not explore the upper limit in IA, I for which Eq.
(63b) holds. Note the degeneracy between the two solu-
tions of Eq. (63b) for 8o: one solution has 8o&n/4; the
other has 8o&m/4.
Neglecting the constant Vo, we expand V up to quadra-
tic order in the u's, and then take the Fourier transform
as
1 q.Ru, R= —y u, (q)e', u~ R= y„us(q)e' '
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(q)u (q)+ ( q)+D, b(q)u (q)ub( 'q)+Db, (q)+b q)~. ( —q)+Db, b(q)+b q) b( —q)] (65)
where
D, , (q) = —a[8 cos(400)+4] —a~(32 cos(800)+ 16]+P[6—12 cos (200)]+P4(24 —48 cos (400)]
+ [4a+ 16a~+4P sin (200) + 16P~sin (400) ]cos(q b, ), (66a)
D, b(q)= I2a cos(400)+Sa~cos(6200)+ —,'P[3 —4sin (200)]+2P~[3—4sin (400)]](l+e '+e ' ' +e '), (66b)
Db, (q)=D, b( —q),
Dbb(q)=D, , (q) .
The eigenvalues of D are
~+=D.
.
.(q)+ID., b(q)l .
(66c)
(66d)
(67)
Note that there is a degeneracy between 00 and w/2 —00 for co+, in agreement with the previous analysis in Sec. III C.
We now refer to the HB-45 phase, by setting 00=+/4. Then, we obtain the eigenvalues of D as
co+ =4a —48a~+6P —24P4+(4a+4P+ 16a~)cos(q b, )+( —2a+ 8a4 ——,'P+6P~) i 1+e 'i i 1+e (68)
We can check this by comparing with the energy of the
two-sublattice structure when one sublattice has an angle
0 and the other 0' given by Eqs. (43). We set s =x and
b, =m+y in Eq. (43) and expand for small x and y. Then,
we And two modes:
To investigate the minimum values of m+, we set
z =+1 or extremize u+. The actual minimum is the
smallest of these three candidates. The first two candi-
dates are
V =(4p)x
V = (6P+ 8a —24P~ —32a~)y
which give the zero-wave-vector eigenvalues:
co+ =SP, co = 12P+ 16a—48P4 —64a4,
(69a)
(69b)
(70)
co+(z =1)=8p, (73a)
co+(z = —1)=12P+16a—64a4 —48P~=co (z =1) .
(73b)
We find that for p& p, =—", , the eigenvalue which first be-
comes negative is
+( —Sa —2p+ 32a, +24p, ) I 1+e '"I ~ (71)
We now set cos(qa)=2cos (qa/2) —1 and ~1+e "~~
=2cos(qa/2), so that
~+:4P 12ga4 48P4+( 16a 4P+64a4+48P4)z
+ (16a+ 16/3+ 64a~)z (72)
where z =cos(qa/2), which is 0&z &1 within the first
Brillouin zone. Alternatively, we may consider only co+,
but allow z to range over the entire interval ~z~ & 1. Then
we interpret negative z in co+ as being equivalent to —z in
N
which agrees with Eq. (68) for q=Q.
Now we wish to analyze the stability of the spin-wave
spectrum of the HB-45 phase. So we wish to find out the
conditions under which one of the ~+ can become nega-
tive. As A, [of Eq. (3)] is increased, one sees that one of
the co+ wi11 become negative when D & is maximal for a
fixed value of a,P. This reasoning indicates that we
should investigate the case q„=O. Thus we set q=q j and
we have
~+ —ga —96a4+. 12p —48/3„+ ( Sa+ Sp+ 32a4)cos( aq )
co (q=O) =(16a+ 12P)(1—4a)
=(64a+48P)(A, , —A, ) . (74)
-(128a+96P)(A, —A, , ) . (75)
Thus we see that the energy gap is vanishing as the phase
boundary is approached from within the GHB phase, but
with a slope different from that of Eq. (74) within the
HB-45 phase. The fact that we have a soft mode at the
HB-45~GHB phase boundary means that for a strictly
two-dimensional model there is a Mermin-Wagner insta-
bility on this phase boundary. It remains to be seen
whether or not this phase boundary gives rise to a
Kosterlitz- Thouless transition.
However, for p )p, and 16K,+ 12pA, —9p & —"4', the
mode which becomes soft first occurs at a wave vector
difFerent from the zone center, which implies an instabili-
ty at a longitudinally modulated phase. This needs fur-
ther study. The transition between the HB-45 and GHB
phases at A. =A,,=—,' is signaled by the fact that the energy
gap (co )' at the zone center vanishes as A, ~A, We
can follow the energy gap in the GHB phase for A, )—,',
where the orientations of the rotors are determined by
Eq. (63b). Using Eqs. (66) and (67) then gives
co (q=O) =(4a+3P)(16K, —1)/A,
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have presented our mean-field analysis of various
models for the interchain orjentational ordering of un-
doped (CH)„, which we referred to as the 2, 2-4, and 2-1
models, including sixfold crystal-field anisotropy. The
polymer chain was modeled by a rotor on a two-
dimensional triangular lattice with a combination of
quadrupole, dipole, and octopole moments. The relative
strengths of these moments can be estimated by compar-
ing with the observed setting angle of the HB phase. The
2 model, which includes the quadrupole interaction only,
has been shown to have various phases such as ferromag-
netic, +3X+3, HB,s, HB,c, and longitudinally modulat-
ed incommensurate phases as the temperature and in-
teraction parameters are varied. We also have considered
the sixfold crystal-field anisotropy due to the interaction
between a rotor and surrounding mass densities. Because
this is a higher-order contribution, we have concluded
that the energy scale associated with the anisotropy
should be small compared with those of other interaction
terms. For the 2-4 model with parameters chosen in
favor of the HB phase, we have shown a phase diagram
in the T-A, plane with four phases, labeled DS, I, II, and
III in Fig. 4. A tetracritical point exists at A, =1, at
which transition lines for 28 and 48 orderings cross. The
setting angle of the HB phase is constant in phases I and
II, but varies with temperature and k in phase III. We
have found that there are two degenerate states of setting
angle in the 2-4 model, which are related by a reAection
about y =45 line. This degeneracy does not reAect a
symmetry of the system and is resolved by the dipole in-
teraction. For the 2-1 model, which includes quadrupole
and dipole interactions, we also have four phases in the
T A, plane. In -phases I and II the setting angle is con-
stant, but it increases as the temperature is reduced in
phase III. By varying the ratio of the dipole to the quad-
rupole interactions A, and the strength of the anisotropic
term f3, and also varying the crystal field Vi, we can ob-
tain various forms of the setting angle as a function of the
temperature. We have calculated the spin-wave spectrum
of rotors for the 2-4 model and found a gap at the spec-
trum provided that the interaction parameters do not
exceed critical values, which confirms the stability of HB
phase.
Crucial information that can guide us in sorting out
appropriate terms are the observation that the HB phase
makes a 55' angle with respect to the [100] direction and
the smallness of the crystal-field anisotropy. For a model
with quadrupole interaction and crystal-field anisotropy,
the magnitude of V3 of the lattice anisotropy should be
rather big to produce the 55 HB phase, which is not like-
ly, as discussed in Sec. III B. A reservation we have with
the 2-4 model for describing the interchain orientational
ordering of (CH)„ is the fact that there is a twofold de-
generacy of the setting angle. If this is a true symmetry
of the system, we should be able to observe the 35' HB
I
phase as well as the 55' one. Even though an anisotropic
crystal field resolves this degeneracy, the difference be-
tween these two states will be small because of the small-
ness of V3, which implies that the 35' HB phase should
be observable. The 2-1 model with small anisotropy
seems to be the best effective Hamiltonian with which to
explain the experimental observations. In order to esti-
mate the interaction parameters, we need more experi-
mental data, especially the temperature dependence of
the setting angle of the HB phase. Determination of the
phonon or spin-wave spectrum will also be very fruitful.
In our calculation, the energy scale is set by parameter a,
which we have not calculated from a more microscopic
theory. If cx is too big, or the critical temperature is too
high, then the (CH)„sample will become unstable before
we reach the critical region. On the other hand, if a is
too small, one has to be able to measure the setting angle
with very good resolution.
We are currently studying the dopant ordering in the
process of alkali doping of (CH)„, assuming that the an-
gular displacements are the soft degrees of freedom com-
pared with the density ones. This has not been firmly es-
tablished yet. For dopants bigger than the lattice dis-
tance, because of rather strong perturbation caused by
their size, there will be translational deformation as well
as the orientational ones. In fact, it was proposed by
several groups that potassium-doped (CH) has a tetrag-
onal structure. ' It will be very interesting and fruitful to
consider both the density modulations and the angular
displacements, and the interplay between them.
APPENDIX A: LANDAU THEORY
FOR THE 2-4 MODEL
+S;(m)sin(2m 8, ) (Al)
Note the change by the factor of 2 from Eq. (11). Gen-
eral expression for the quadratic terms of the free energy
is given by Eqs. (20) and (22). So we substitute
In this Appendix we present some specific calculations
with the Landau expansion for the 2-4 model, the orien-
tational energy of which is given by Eq. (5'). By expand-
ing the free energy in terms of the order parameters up to
fourth order, we will be able to determine (a) whether the
transition becomes discontinuous, (b) whether the
pinwheel phase, which is the equal condensation of three
orientations of HB phase, exists, and (c) whether the
same orientation is favored between HB phases associat-
ed with quadrupole and octopole interactions. We will
also find the asymptotic forms of the order parameters
near the phase boundaries, with our attention focused on
the tetracritical point A, =1 where the transition lines for
the 219 and 40 ordering cross. To do this we will take a
density matrix of the following form:
1 00
p, (8, )= 1+ g C,.(m)cos(2m 8; )2 7T
A' ' '=a+& B' ' '=P A' ' '=A(a+P) B' ' '=AP A" '=8" '=0ij CX tg~ ij ~ ij — 0' 7 ij 7 ij ij
[for other (I,m)], into Eq. (22) to obtain the quadratic terms of the free energy of the 2-4 model. We find
(A2)
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I 1", 1'(q)= —,'T+ —,'~(ri+r2+r3)+ 2p(Y1+ 4 Y2+ 43 3},
12",2'(q)=-,'T+-,' 4(rl+r2+13)+ p4(rl+ r2+ Y3}
Pl(cs)( q) —P~(sc)( q) —1 P+3(r r )
12'2'(q}=12'2'(q) = —
—,'p4&3(r2 —r3»
I I'1'(q) =-,'T+-,'~(r]+1 2+ Y3)+ p(r2+3 3}
I 2, 2 (q) + +4(l 1+r2+ Y3)+ p4(r2+3 3)
(A3a)
(A3b)
(A3c)
(A3d)
(A3e)
(A3fl
A A
where r; =cos(q 5; ), where 5, is the ith-nearest-neighbor vector: 51=aj, 52= —,'a (&3i+j), and 53= —,'a (&3i—j). Be-
cause of the change in our definition by the factor of 2, I" of Eqs. (A3) corresponds to I 3 2 of Eqs. (20) and (22).
To obtain the fourth-order terms in the Landau expansion, we need to extend the expansion in Eqs. (18) to higher order.
Considering a density matrix of Eq. (Al) with terms up to m =4, we find the third-order contribution, AF' ', to the free
energy per rotor to be
bF' '= — g (C;(2)I[C;(1)]—[S;(1)] j+2S;(2)C;(1)S;(1)+2C;(3)[C;(2)C~(1)—S;(2)S;(1)]
l
+2S;(3)[C;(2)S;(1)+S;(2)C;(1)]+C;(4)I[C~(2)]—[S;(2)] j+2S;(4)C;(2)S;(2)) . (A4)
In writing this equation we only kept terms involving two order parameters which are critical, i.e., Q(1}and Q(2), where
Q denotes a C; or an S;. [Below we use Q(3) to denote C;(3) or S;(3}.] Likewise the fourth-order contribution to the
free energy, AF' ', is
bF( '= g(I[C;(1)] +[S;(1)]j +4[[C(1)]+[S;(1)]jI[C(2)]2+[5;(2)]j+I[C;(2)] +[S;(2)] j ) .
l
Now we introduce normal modes by
xa =S((Q& ), ya =C((Qa ),
xa=
~[ 3C1(Qa}+S1(Qa)1 ya= 2[C1(Qa} ' 3S((Qa)1
=S2(Q~ » n~ =C2«~ »
oa = —,'[&3C3(Qa ) —S2(Qa)], Ila = —,'[C2(Qa)+W3Sz(Qa )],
(A5)
(A6a)
(A6b)
(A6c)
(A6d)
F =—'(T —T, ~)(x„+xa+xc)+—,'(T —T, 4)(o „+oa+o c)+—,'(T+ Ty )(yg+ya+yc)
+
—,'(T+ T)( gi~+(ra+aic) +—,'(T+T20) [ [Ci(q=O)] +[S,(q=O)] j
+
—,'(T+T4O)I[C2(q=O)] +[$2(q=O)] j+ ,'T g I[S;(3)]—+[C;(3)]+[S;(4)] +[C;(4)] j, (A7)
l
where T, 2=a+(3p/2), T, 4=a4+ —,'p4, T = —,'p —a, T„=—,'p4 —a4, T2o=3a+(3p/2), and T4 03a + 4—,'p4. Note that
Q(3) and Q(4) have only entropic contributions and hence are already diagonal. For zero wave vector and for other m
values in Eqs. (Al) the free energy is already diagonal, so that new coordinates do not need to be introduced. Since we
need only consider coupling within the manifold of these q's, we write
C, (1)=y„e " '+ —,'( —&3xa+ya)e '+ —,'(&3xc+yc)e '+C, (q=O), (A8a)
and so forth for the other wave vectors. The quadratic form of the free energy per rotor is diagonal in terms of these
new coordinates:
S, (1)=x„e " ' ——,'(xa +&3ya )e '+ —,'( —xc+~3yc )e '+S1(q=0),
C, (2)=ilze " '+ —,'(v'3o a+pa )e '+ —,'( —+3o c+gc)e '+C2(q=O),
(Agb)
(A8c)
S,.(2)=o.„e " '+ —,'( —oa+&3ria)e ' ——,'(oc++3ilc)e '+Sz(q=O) . (A8(l)
The critical variables of interest to us are the x's and the o's. For A, & 1, T, 2 & T, 4 and the x's become critical erst as
the temperature is reduced, whereas for A, & 1, T, 4) T, 2 and the o's become critical 6rst. In AF' ' we keep only the
terms involving only the x's and the o's. Using Eqs. (A8) in Eq. (A5), we find that
bF' '= —'T[X +X +4K X +2(X X) —2cr „x„2(raxa 2occ—+x&a +(Ta'a (rc+(T(ra+(Tcw x+xaa xc+xxca]x~2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 232
(A9)
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where X denotes the three-component vector (x„,xa, xc) and X(cr A, o B,o c). The fourth-order terms in Eq. (A9) have
a symmetry reminiscent of two coupled three-component Heisenberg models with a type of cubic anisotropy. We intro-
duce the notation
X4~ —X A XB +XBXC+X A XC2 2 2 2 2 2
~4c A ~B+~B~C A C2 2 2 2 2 2
(X X)4, —xAo „+xaoB+xccrc,2 2 2 2 2 2 2
so that
bF' '=
—,', T[X +X +4X X +2(X X) +X,+X,—2(X.X),] .
(A10a)
(A10b)
(A10c)
(A9')
In AI'' ' we need to keep terms which are linear or quadratic in the critical variables, the x's and the o's. We find
that
bF' '=
,
'T[2—qA—XBXC+2gaxAXC+231CXAXB+C2(q=O)( —xA+ —,'xa+ —,'xc)+ —,'&3S2(q=O)(xa —xc)
+C, (q=O)(2x A o'A —xaoa xcoc )+Si (q=0)&3(o cxc oaxa )+2yA (oaxc+xaoc )
r Q, .r,.2ya(rr —Axc+XAoc)+2yc(o AXB+XA+a) 2C3(q=O»'X+C3(QA )e (Xaoc+Xcoa)
~Q~ r,. iQc r
+C3(QB)e '«Aoc+xcoA )+C3(Qc)e (xAoa+xaoA )++3S3(QA )(xaoc xcoa)
+v 3(QB)(XCOA XA C)+v S3 QC XA B Xao A +C4 q 0)( o A+ 2CTB+ 2CTC
—2oaocC4(QA)+oAocC4(QB)+o AoaC4(Qc)+ 2&3S4(-q=o)«'c oB)—
+ 3o A oaS4«c ) —v'3o A ocS4(QB )] .
Now we eliminate the noncritical variables from Eq. (Al 1), using Eq. (A7). Thus, for example, we find that
(Al 1)
TC3(q=O) = ——,'(x„——,'xa ——,'xc)
4, 0
TS2(q=O)=
—,
' 3(xa —xc)
4,0
(A12b)
(A12c')
$4(q=O) =
—,
'&3(o.c oa ), — (A12d)
TS, (q =0)= —,'&3(xco c —xao B ) T+T20 (A12e)
TC, (q=O) = —,'(2 cXr A„—xao B —xco c)
2, 0
(A12f)
We do not give results for those noncritical variables, which are only induced by simultaneous fluctuations at two
different wave vectors, since these would only come into play in the pinwheel phase, whose existence is unlikely. When
this procedure is carried out, the terms in Eq. (Al 1) give rise to additional contributions of quartic order, namely
bF' '=
—,
' T I4X4 (T+T ) +(X 3X4 )(T+T40) +[6(X'X) 2(X'X) ](T+T20)
+[4XI +2(X X) —6(X X),](T+T ) '+[2(X X) +4X X +X +X4, —2(X.X) ]T
Thus, in all, the free energy per rotor due to fluctuations at the herringbone wave vectors is
(A13)
F =
—,
'(T —T, 2)(xA+xa+xc)+ —,'[T —T, 4(a)](cr „+o'a+crc)
+
,
'T[u X +u„X"+u —„XX +U(X X) +v4, „X4,+U4, X4, +U4, „(XX),] . (A14)
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In Eq. (A14) the coefficients are
u 8 (A15a)
1/2
c,2
ux Tc,2
(A17)
1 1 T
4 8 T+T40
(A15c)
1 ~c2
4 u (T+Tqo)
(A15b) and, using Eq. (A12),
(A18)
1 1 T 1 T
4 4 T+T20 4 T+T
=1+3 T —1 T
4 8 T+T 2 T+T
—1
4e, a. 8
1 3 T 3 T
4 4 T+T 4 T+T
(A15d)
(A15e)
(A15f)
(A15g)
For case II, T~T4, (A, ) with A, & 1, we have
T, 4(A, ) —T
u (T, 4(A, ) (A19)
To obtain the asymptotic behavior in the intermediate
phase we specialize Eq. (A7) to the case of a single modu-
lation vector Qz.
F =
—,
'(T —T, 2)x + ,'[T —T,'&'—(l)]o,
From these results we can determine (a) whether the
transition becomes discontinuous, (b) whether the
pinwheel phase exists, and (c) whether the same orienta-
tion is favored between HB phases associated with quad-
rupole and octopole interactions. For the pinwheel phase
to exist, the anisotropy would have to be such as to favor
simultaneous condensation of three wave vectors. This
would require U4, to be negative. Although this is not
impossible, it seems to require rather extreme values of
the parameters. In fact, we see that Auctuations are un-
likely to modify the signs of the various fourth-order
coefficients listed in Eqs. (A15). Thus, we expect that the
transition will normally be continuous. For the same
orientation to be favored, it is required that v +v4, &0.
Near the transition temperature, this condition is re-
duced to 4cc+P&0. Thus for a= —1, the same orienta-
tion is favored when f3&4. We can also use these results
to find the asymptotic forms for the order parameters
near the various phase boundaries. For this purpose we
reduce the number of parameters by setting a4=ka and
f34=A,P, in which case we consider the phase diagram as a
function of A, as shown in Fig. 4 and our attention is fo-
cused on the tetracritical point at A, =1, where the transi-
tion lines for 20 and 40 ordering cross. We will consider
the various cases where these lines are approached as the
temperature is increased for A, either less than or greater
than unity.
For concreteness we consider condensation into a her-
ringbone state with modulation vector Qz. Then the
critical fluctuations at wave vector Q„ involve sin20, as
described by the variable x~, and sin48, as described by
the variable o.~. The noncritical variables will keep
track of the described fluctuations at zero wave vector
and involve cos20, as described by the variable C, (q=O),
and cos48, as described by the variable C2(q=O).
Without consideration of the fourth-order terms in the
free energy, one has criticality of x„at T, 2, which is in-
dependent of A, , and criticality of cr „at T, 4(A, ) given by
+—[u o +u x +(u „+U+U4, , )x cr ],
(A20)
+ 'cr T—1—4
ux
(A21)
where
1 T20p=
—,
'(u „+U +U&, „)=—
2,0
(A22)
From Eq. (A21) we obtain the results
dT, 4(k) dT,'~'(A, )
dA, dA,
1
1 —P/u„ (A23)
T.
, 2
1 — /u~
(A24)
We have assumed that A, is close to unity, in which case
Eq. (A19) continues to hold and Eqs. (A18) have approxi-
mate validity. Also, from Eq. (A12f) we see that
TC, (q=O)= —,'x~o
~
2,0
T, 4(A, ) —T
u T, ~(A)
(A25)
2, 0
where T,' (~A, ) denotes the "bare" value of the transition
temperature: T,'4'(A, )=AT, 2. As we shall see, the actual
transition occurs at a renormalized transition tempera-
ture which we denote T, ~(A, ).
We now consider case III: T~T, ~(A, ) with A, & 1. We
therefore minimize F with respect to x to find
p2F=-'0-'T u —"8 CT
T, ~(A, ) =A, T, 2 .
For case I, T~ T, 2 with A, & 1, we have
(A16) Finally,
for case IV, T &T, 2(A, ) with A, & 1, we find—the
renormalized slope of the phase boundary by calculations
analogous to those for case III. Minimizing F with
respect to o., we obtain
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F= X Q~T P28 u
tions induced by &3 fluctuations at the wave vectors Q~~
and —Q&~. We set
+—'x T 1 — — T24 c,2
%'e thereby find that
PT,'4'(A, )
Q~
C, (Q~~) =Ce'z, S,(Q~-, ) =Se'~ .
Note the inverse of Eq. (19):
C, (1)= g C, (Q~~)e
Q~~
(82)
(83)
dT, 2(A, )
di,
dT, &(A, ) P ju T, 2P/u
d 1, 1 —P/u 1 —Pju (A27) Thus for the a, b, and c sublattices we have, respectively,
and
T, 2(A, ) —T 1 —p ju
X
1 —P /u„u
(A28)
C, (1)=2C cosy, S, (1)=2S cosf,
Cb(1) =2C cos(y+ 120'), Sb(1)=2S cos(/+120'),
(84a)
(84b)
We also find from Eq. (A12f) that
TC, (q=0) = —,'o x„ T 2, 0
T, 2(A, ) —T
u„T, 2(A, )
T
T+T2 0
(A29)
C, (1)=2C cos(y —120 ), S,(1)=2S cos(g —120') .
(84c)
Using Eqs. (17) we find that the quadratic terms in the
free energy per rotor are
These results are compared with 'numerical work, and
agree within a few percent of their numerically deter-
mined counterparts.
F =
—,
'(T —T~~)(S +C )
+ g t[C (2)]'+[S (2)]'j .12
~=~b~
(85)
APPENDIX B: LANDAU THEORY
FOR THE &3X +3 PHASE
Now we carr~ out some analyses for the ordering tran-
sition of the &3 X&3 phase found in Sec. III A. For this
phase there are two inequivalent Q&&'s, which we will
denote as Q&~ and —Q&z with
Q&z= j4m. /(3a) . (81)
In this case Q&z and —Q&& are not equivalent because
3Q&s is equal to reciprocal-lattice vector:
3Q&&=2G, +Gz in the notation of Eq. (8). As in the cal-
culations leading to Eq. (A14), we focus here on fluctua-
Here C (2) and S (2) denote the values of C;(2) and S;(2),
respectively, when site i is in the a sublattice. %'e kept
the terms involving C (2) and S (2) since the cubic terms
in the free energy will involve these terms. The problem
we now address is to what extent the higher-order aniso-
tropies fix the phases g and y. Since the contributions
within mean-field theory which are higher order in
powers of S and C are local, we find it convenient to tabu-
late the order parameters at sublattices a, b, and e, where
r, =0, r&=5„and r, =5& rae the representatives of the
three sublattices of the &3 structure. Using Eq. (A4) we
find the third-order contribution to the free energy per
rotor to be
bF' '= ——g t C (2)[C cos (y —e ) —S cos (g —e )]+2S,(2)CS cos(y e)cos—(g e)j,—(3)—
a
(86)
where the sum is over sublattices a with e, =0,
eb= —120', and ,e=12 .0Similarly, using Eq. (A5) we
obtain the fourth-order contribution to the free energy
per rotor as
hF' '= —g I[C cos (y —e )+S cos (g —e )] j . (87)(4)—
a
We now minimize the free energy with respect to C (2)
and S (2). Thereby we obtain the contribution induced
in the fourth-order term by hF' ' as
bF' '= — Q [[C cos (y e)+S c—os (g e)] j . —(3) T
Now we carry out the sums over 6:
—,
' icos (y —e )=—', , (89a)
—,
' g cos (y —e )cos (g —e )=—,'[3—2 sin (y —P)] .
(89b)
Using these averages and combining Eqs. (87) and (Bg),
we get the total free energy per rotor in terms of the or-
der parameters C and S as
F =
—,
' ( T —T~~ )(S +C )
(88) + [3(C +S ) —4C S sin (y —f)] .32 (810)
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C, (1)+iS,(1)=2Ce'r,
Cb(1)+iSq(1)=2Ce'z
(Bl la)
(811b)
C, (1)+iS,(1)=2Ce'z (Bl lc)
where r=+ I corresponds to f=y+vr/2 and ~= —1 to
g=g —m/2. So the fourth-order anisotropy leaves us
with a model having a continuous phase symmetry in the
parameter g in a direct product with an Ising variable, ~.
Presumably the effect of sixth-order anisotropy in a more
general model will lead to a free-energy anisotropy of the
form V3cos(6g). We have not investigated the universal-
ity class of this.
We can investigate the nature of the &3 phase. From
I
We now see the efect of the fourth-order anisotropy pro-
portional to C S sin (y —g). To maximize this term for
a given quadratic contribution requires having S =C and
y=g+n/2. So we see that
Eq. (811) we can see how the rotor orientations vary as
we go around the plaquette a-b-c. The angles vary as
—,'y,
—,
' —&60', and
—,
'y —~120', where the Ising-like variable
~=+1 indicates the sense of chirality. Next, one should
look at the sixth-order anisotropy to see what onenta-
tions are favored. In fact, one can see that the mean-field
free energy possesses an exact inUariance with respect to
global rotations. To see this, first note that the entropy is
obviously invariant with respect to rotation of the local
axes. Next, we ask about the energy. Clearly the term
proportional to a is rotationally invariant. For the P
term, note that in the +3XV'3 phase each molecule is
surrounded by a shell of six nearest neighbors, three of
which are on one sublattice and three of which are on
another sublattice. We sum the energy over one subshell
of three nearest neighbors. Let 0o be the orientations of
the central rotor and 0 be the orientation of its neighbor
in the subshell along the x axis. Then the energy is
E =P[cos(28o)cos(28)+cos(28o+120 )cos(28+120 )+cos(280—120')cos(28 —120 )]
=@[
—,
' cos(280)cos(28)+
—,
' sin(28O)sin(28)]=
—,'Pcos(280 —28),
(812a)
(812b)
which shows that the energy depends only on the
difFerence in angles of the rotors: it is invariant with
respect to global rotation. This phase has the symmetry
of the direct product of an x-y model with an Ising ~odel
(recall that the Ising variable gives the sense of chirali-
12
It is easy to calculate the energies of the above phases
at zero temperature. We find for each phase that the en-
ergy per rotor E is given by E = —kT,' ', where T,' ' is
the approximate mean-field transition temperature given
in Eq. (A26). There is no analogue of the modulated
phase at zero teInperature because the classical ground
state should have fully aligned rotors: no longitudinal
modulation of the order parameter is allowed. Thus we
have the phase diagram shown in Fig. 2 for a = 1 in the
P Tplane. All t-he order-disorder transitions are continu-
ous, since there are no third-order terms in the free ener-
gy and the fourth-order terms are positive. The FM and
&3 phases both have a continuous symmetry with respect
to global rotations of all rotors. Hence, their excitation
spectra are gapless. The excitation spectra of the HB
phases have a gap. The modulation vector in the mod
phase approaches smoothly the values appropriate for the
&3 and HB phases as one approaches the respective
phase boundaries. The nature of the transitions between
the mod phases and the adjoining ordered phases is not
completely obvious. At the Lifshitz point, the instabili-
APPENDIX C: INTERACTION
BETWEEN THE ROTORS IN THE HB PHASE
We have calculated the spin-wave spectrum of rotors
in the herringbone phase assuming a two-site unit cell in
Sec. IV. The interactions between rotors in a unit cell
and those in nearest-neighbor cells are given in Eq. (59).
By studying the harmonic fluctuations around the
minimum state of Eq. (59), we have obtained the spin-
wave spectrum. In this appendix we will give the explicit
expression for each term of Eq. (59). Recall that we set
0aR 00+ uaR& 0bR 00+ubR (60)
in order to expand the interaction up to the quadratic or-
der in u's. Note that
I
ties in cos20 and sin20 become degenerate. For larger
values of P the transition temperature for the sin28 insta-
bility moves to higher temperature and the wave vector
becomes incommensurate. However, the instability in
cos20 is close by and must survive at lower temperature
since the ground state is never modulated in such a longi-
tudinal way. We think that the v'3-mod transition must
be discontinuous because rotors with a finite order pa-
rameter have to change their orientation at this transi-
tion. It is not clear without further study whether the
mod-HB transition is or is not continuous.
{t,j =n/3, rj. =r(a, R)—r(b, R) = —r(a, R)+r(b, R—b2), (Cla)
P;J= —~/3, r J=r(a, R) —r(b, R—b, )= —r(a, R)+r(b, R+b& —b2), (C lb)
P,"=0, r, =r(a, R) —r(a, R+b&)= —r(b, R)+r(b, R+b, } . (Clc)
Then, by substituting Eq. (Cl) into Eq. (5},we get the following expressions for Eq. (59):
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H (a, R;b, R—b2) =a cos(2u, R —2ub R b +48O)+a4cos(4u, R —4ut, R+b + 88O)
+P cos(2u, R+ 200 —2sr/3)cos(2ub R b —200 —2'/3)
+P4cos(4u, R+480+2sr/3)cos(4ub R b —480+2m/3),
H(a, R;b, R+b& —bz)=acos(2u, R —2ub R+b b +480)+a4cos(4u, R —4ub R+b b +880)
(C2a}
+P cos(2u, R+280+2n. /3)cos(2ub R+b b —280+2m /3)
+P4cos(4u, R+480 —2m /3)cos(4ut, R+b b —480 —2m/3), (C2b)
H (a, R;a, R+b, ) =a cos(2u, R —2u, R+b )+a4cos(4u, R —4u, R+b )
+Pcos(2u R+28p)cos(2u, a+b +280)+P4cos(4u, R+48O)cos(4u, a+b +40o) (C2c)
H (a, R;b, R)=a cos(2u, R —2ub R+48o)+a4cos(4u, R —4ub R+88&)+pcos(2u, R+28O —2sr/3)cos(2ub R —20 —2'/3)
+p4cos(4u, R+400+ 2sr/3 )cos(4ut, R —480+ 2~/3 ),
H(a, R;b, R—b, )=acos(2u, R —2ub R b +480)+a4cos(4u, R —4ut, R b +88O)
(C2d)
+P cos(2u, R+20o+2vr/3)cos(2ub R t, —28o+2tr/3), (C2e)
H(b, R;b, R+b, ) —acos(2ub R —2ub R+b )+a4cos(4ub R —4ut, R+b )
+P cos(2u„R —20O}cos(2ub R+b —28O) +P4cos(4ut, R —480)cos(4ut, R+b —48O) . (C20
By expanding Eqs. (C2) in powers of u's, Eqs. (62) and (66) follow.
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